
z I will conduct myself in accordance with high ethical standards which respect the rights, dignity and

worth of every human.

z I will treat all persons with fairness, sensitivity and courtesy regardless of their gender, ethnic

origin, geographic, cultural, political, sexual or religious orientation.

z I will take actions that are consistent with the values of IFSS and its Mission Statement.

z I will respect the trust and confidence placed in me as a representative of IFSS and will make no

action, deed or word that could negatively affect the reputation of IFSS or its Mission Statement.

z I will advocate for the goals of IFSS and will accept any decisions made by IFSS with grace and

dignity whether or not such decisions are in keeping with my personal views.

z I will refrain from any physical, emotional or sexual harassment of others.

z I will disclose all possible conflicts of interest between my role representing IFSS and the personal

interests of myself, my spouse, family, friends or business associates.

z I will advise the IFSS president of any personal gift, monetary or in kind, received by me while

acting as a representative of IFSS and the president shall decide of whether the gift or donation can

be retained by me or delivered up to IFSS. 

z I will act at all times in a financially responsible manner when undertaking the business of IFSS, in

making expenditures directly for IFSS or in the claiming of any expense for my travel, accommoda-

tion, meals or the like. 

z I will keep confidential all matters that are discussed in any in camera (confidential) sessions of

IFSS.

z I will not harm IFSS by breaching any legal agreement or obligation that I owe to IFSS.

z I will not allow my personal views of other persons to affect my performance of my role in acting for

IFSS and avoid all public criticism of the personal attributes of others and focus my critique only on

the ideas or decisions that might affect IFSS.

z I dedicate my efforts to the spirit of the sport.

z I recognize that a breach of this Code of Ethics may result in disciplinary action against me with

potential sanction.
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